T HE purpose of this paper is to present a nomogram which will facilitate calculation of cardiac output, utilizing blood pressure determinations and the formula debut in a later paper by these authors and others2 another formula was presented relating the stroke volume to auscultatory blood pressure measurements with the diastolic level decrease the scatter due to random fluctuations, the error in two-thirds the estimates would diminish towards a value of less than 5.9 cc.
A comparison of this method with other more elaborate techniques for measuring cardiac output by the Fick, dye, acetylene, ethyl iodide and nitrous oxide methods showed a reasonable correlation in a variety of clinical and physiological conditions.3 Though further comparative studies are indicated, this work suggests that a means is now available to make a rough estimation of cardiac output as a routine part of the examination of every patient so that the physician taking blood pressures can interpret the findings with greater insight into their physiological meaning.
The nomogram ( fig. 1 ) presented will enable the physician using this formula to determine stroke volume and cardiac output more readily. ADDENDUM Additional derivation of the formula necessary to construct the nomogram4 is presented: 
